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TENNZ touring exhibition brief
Current status: available
Touring institution: Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery
Availability: May 2021

A Vocabulary is an abstract, narrative selection of
photographic images from an artist book of the same title
published concurrently with the exhibition.
Over several years, photographer and artist Bruce Connew
has roamed the many memorials and gravestones of
Aotearoa’s colonial wars to seek out the texts on these
testaments to folly: A vocabulary of colonisation.
These remnants are scattered across mostly Te Ika-aMaui North Island, residual memory, misremembered, not
remembered. And there are those who know the Imperial
story only too well.
Book listed as one of three top reads from 2020 by Paul
Diamond on RNZ, A Vocabulary (Vapour Momenta Books,
2021) is designed by Catherine Griffiths and Bruce
Connew, with he moteatea and essay by Dr. Rangihiroa
Panoho.
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“I step mindfully onto the farmland to photograph a
panorama of the battle site from both Maori and Pakeha
points of view. After several footsteps, and with some
bafflement, I stop dead in my tracks at a strange sensation
deep inside my belly, which today I’m still unable clearly to
throw light on. History was here, I grasp that, but this was
out of that range. Does earth hold memory, and deliver that
memory when the gravity is ripe?”
Bruce Connew
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Touring information
Size:

50 running metres (minimum)

Cost:
		$4,500 neg.		
		
Plus transport + local public programme + 		
		
install costs + Moteatea display + signage.
		
		
		

Additional arrangements for travel and 			
accommodation with the artist, designer and
writer to be negotiated directly.

Content:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

79 framed photographs (sizes variable)
1x book for gallery display
11x written excerpts for display (Moteatea)
2x wall text files
1x title wall file
1x list of works booklet file
1x vinyl file for numbering photographs

		
		
		
		

Layouts of how the artwork is to be installed 		
will be customised and supplied by the designer,
as well as digital files for signage, artwork 			
numbering, and list of works handout.
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Touring information – continued
Freight:

TBC 6x packed crates

Merch:
		

Artist book valued at $95 RRP

		
A Vocabulary (Vapour Momenta Books, 2021)
		
designed by Catherine Griffiths and Bruce 		
		
Connew, with He Moteatea and essay by Dr 		
		Rangihiroa Panoho.		
Audience:
		
Aotearoa New Zealand history and society
		
Te Tiriti o Waitangi
		
The land wars / colonial wars
		
Monuments and memorials
		Biculturalism, decolonising
		Photography
		Graphic design
Requirements:
		
		
Following tikanga, a bowl of water and fresh 		
		
kawakawa leaves at the entrance/exit
		

Suggested welcome signage about content

		
		

An opening blessing that includes the artist, 		
designer, writer and gallery staff

		

Local public programming encouraged
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Framed works
Large: 31x 790x620mm white timber matt
Medium: 10x 530x430mm white timber matt
Small: 14x 560x380mm black timber no matt
Smallest: 24x 262x388mm black aluminium no matt

Signage
Sample title and signage design for Te Uru Gallery One

Entrance

Shelf with book displayed in rectangular area
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Media and resources
View the photographs and contents of the book on Bruce Connew’s website
https://bruceconnew.com/books/a-vocabulary
Te Uru exhibition page
https://www.teuru.org.nz/index.cfm/whats-on/calendar/bruce-connew-avocabulary/
RNZ: Kim Hill interviews photographer Bruce Connew: NZ’s colonial memorials
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/saturday/audio/2018777909/
photographer-bruce-connew-nz-s-colonial-memorials
RNZ: Paul Diamond’s best books of 2020
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/ninetonoon/audio/2018780832/pauldiamond-s-best-books-of-2020
EyeContact review
https://eyecontactmagazine.com/2021/02/creating-a-common-vocabulary
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Exhibition feedback
[...] hei aha it’s an extraordinary resource. I’ll be bringing it into my teaching this
year. — Teacher
Such a moving and sustained project! – Curator
I’m glad I came to see this. It was very well put together and I’ve never seen an
exhibition about colonisation from a different angle. — Visitor
I have never felt so strongly and so moved by a book until now. I am of Maori
descent and I need that book. — Visitor
Visiting the exhibition once again this morning [...] is to feel the immense sorrow
that lies embedded is this memento mori of the Land Wars, a collection of
tombstones and memorials from around the country and beyond, that record
deaths as well as some colonialist attitudes that, in 2021, are abhorrent. The patina
of age and history almost seems to lend a universal resonance to the images and,
looking at these records of battles long ago on the fields of Aotearoa, one cannot
but think of other parts of the world where anger, hatred and violence still hold
sway. — Art New Zealand editor
Interesting to come back to the exhibition after his [Bruce’s] recent interview [on
RNZ] — Visitor
There really is a time for everything. Looking at this book during lockdown and a
worldwide pandemic brings into sharp focus the reasons for having “ a time to be
silent and a time to speak.” — Visitor
Your book has invited a lot of reflection as regards my place in NZ, especially as I
am in GB and it is from here my family emigrated (Lancasher and West Scotland).
It has finally dawned on me that they were part of a great rupture in the indigenous
culture. — Artist
I think it is an important milestone for Aoreatoa/NZ. Not just photographically
speaking, but in wider cultural and social contexts. — visitor from Masterton
I feel privileged to have seen this exhibition today. — Visitor
It’s very compelling, through its fragmentary look at things, that leads you to think
about things rather than insisting on it. [...] It’s such a complex and confused
history, and the whole package conveys that sense very well. — Photographer
Really moving, especially when you see all of it from a far, and then look at each
individually. — Visitor
The captions read like a series of chants - a benediction over people not yet
dead and certainly not yet understood. Did they exist or is this something that is
happening now? [...] It is a masterpiece. — Historian
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Image credits
Page one: Memorial (1913), Capt James Cook (b. Yorkshire, England, 1728),
visited Meretoto Ship Cove (between 15 January and 6 February 1770), killed
Kealakekua Bay, Hawai’i, 14 February 1779. Meretoto Ship Cove, Totaranui Queen
Charlotte Sound.
All other images: Te Uru exhibition documentation by Sam Hartnett and exhibition
opening documentation by Te Uru
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